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We describe PCTL, a temporal logic extending CTL with connectives
allowing to refer to the past of a current state. This incorporates the
new N, ‘‘from now on,’’ combinator we recently introduced. PCTL has a
branching future, but a determined, finite, and cumulative past. We argue
this is the right choice for a semantical framework and show this through
an extensive example. We investigate the feasibility of verification with
PCTL and demonstrate how a translation-based approach allows model-
checking specifications written in NCTL, a fragment of PCTL. ] 2000
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Temporal logic. Following Pnueli’s pioneering work (Pnueli, 1977), the
temporal logic (TL) framework (Manna and Pnueli, 1992; Emerson, 1990) has
long been recognized as a fundamental approach to the formal specification and
verification of reactive systems. TL allows precise and concise statements of com-
plex behavioral properties. Additionally, it supports the very successful
model-checking technology that allows large and complex (finite) systems to be
verified automatically (Burch et al., 1992; Clarke et al., 1994; McMillan, 1993).
Still, TL has its well-known limitations. Here we are concerned with its limita-
tions in expressive power, both in a practical and in a theoretical sense. On the
theoretical side, not all interesting behavioral properties can be expressed in the
most commonly used temporal logics. On the practical side, not all expressible
properties can be expressed in a simple and natural way, so that specifications are
often hard to read and error-prone. A typical situation is that some temporal
properties are more easily written in first-order logic over time points, or in an
automata-theoretic framework, than in temporal logic.
Past-time. Ever since (Lichtenstein et al., 1985) it has been known that allowing
both past-time and future-time constructs makes TL specification easier and more
natural; with past-time the English sentence ‘‘if a crash occurs, then necessarily a
mistake took place earlier’’ is directly rendered by g(crash O h&1mistake).
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If we do not allow past-time constructs, we may end up with the clumsier
c_(cmistakeUcrash) (using the ‘‘until’’ combinator).
Today there exists a huge body of literature where a variety of TL’s with past are
used to specify systems (less frequently to verify them and even less frequently to
model-check them). Surprisingly, these proposals use quite different semantics for
past, and the reasons behind the semantical choices are not discussed in depth.
Our contribution. In this article, we describe PCTL, our version of CTL+Past
and discuss its pros and cons for the specification and verification of reactive
systems. PCTL is a branching-time logic with Ockamist Past; we spend some time
discussing the different semantic frameworks for Past we found in the literature,
classifying the existing proposals, and arguing for our choice.
We study the feasibility of verification problems for PCTL and show that model-
checking is PSPACE-complete, even for very restricted fragments of PCTL. This
reuses and extends (Kupferman and Pnueli, 1995; Demri and Schnoebelen, 1998).
We advocate a translation-based approach for the verification of CTL+Past and
present a translation algorithm from NCTL (a carefully delineated fragment of
PCTL) into CTL. This result extends expressivity results about branching time
logics with past presented in (Laroussinie and Schnoebelen, 1995). By necessity,
NCTL only permits a restricted use of the past-time modalities. We show, through
an extensive example (the well-known Lift example (Barringer, 1987, Hale, 1989))
that these restrictions are not too drastic in practice. Indeed, we only isolated the
NCTL fragment as a by-product of writing our Lift specification in PCTL.
Related work. v Our PCTL logic was already proposed in (Laroussinie and
Schnoebelen, 1995) where a first translation algorithm is proposed. (Kupferman
and Pnueli, 1995) proposes extensions of CTL and CTL* with two different kinds
of Past (see Section 3). Their CTL lp actually is our PCTL without its ‘‘Now’’
combinator. They are concerned with verification and expressivity but not with
translation issues.
v Only a few papers (e.g., Ramakrishna et al., 1992; Kesten et al., 1993;
Kupferman and Grumberg, 1996; Raviv, 1997) propose model-checking algorithms
(actual algorithms and not decidability proofs) for a temporal logic with past. None
of the widely available model-checking tools supports past-time constructs.
v Translations between past-and-future logics into pure-future logics are
known since (Gabbay et al., 1980). They were used to argue that past-time does
not add theoretical expressivity. Only in (Laroussinie and Schnoebelen, 1995) were
they suggested as an actual practical approach to the model-checking problem for
extended logics.
v Another translation-based approach, reducing LTL model-checking to CTL
model-checking, is proposed in (Clarke et al., 1997).
Plan of the article. We assume familiarity with the temporal logics used in
specification and verification of reactive systems and often refer to (Emerson, 1990).
Section 2 gives the syntax and semantics of PCTL. The semantical framework for
past-time is discussed in Section 3, where the main related works are categorized.
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Section 4 discusses the complexity of satisfiability and model-checking for PCTL,
leading to our proposal, in Section 5, of a translation-based approach for verifica-
tion problems in PCTL. Section 6 proves our main theorem, where we translate
NCTL into CTL. The article closes with an appendix describing the Lift example,
a comprehensive case study of specification with PCTL and NCTL.
2. PCTL , OR CTL +Past
Syntactically, the PCTL logic we define is the CTL+S+X&1+N of
(Laroussinie and Schnoebelen, 1995). It inherits the syntactic restrictions of CTL
(no nesting of linear-time combinators under the scope of a path quantifier) for the
future-time part. Semantically, this logic is interpreted on Kripke structures with
fairness while (Laroussinie and Schnoebelen, 1995) only used structures without
fairness.
2.1. Syntax
We assume a given nonempty finite set Prop=[a, b, ...] of atomic propositions.
PCTL formulas are given by
., ::=c. | . 7  | EX. | E.U | A.U | X&1. | .S | N. | a | b | ... .
Here, the well-known future-only CTL logic is enriched with past-time constructs
X&1 (‘‘Previous’’), S (‘‘Since’’), and N (‘‘From now on’’).
Standard abbreviations include , =, . 6 , . O , ..., as well as
EF. =def EU., EG. =def cAFc., AX. =def cEXc.,
AF. =def AU., AG. =def cEFc., F&1. =def S..
2.2. Semantics
We use Kripke structures with abstract fairness conditions as our underlying
model (Hennessy and Stirling, 1985). This is a classical approach to the semantics
of reactive systems, and it applies to most actual implementations, e.g., the SMV
model-checker (McMillan, 1993).
PCTL formulas are interpreted over histories (that is, a current state with a past)
in fair Kripke structures. Formally,
Definition 2.1. A fair Kripke structure (a ‘‘FKS’’) is a tuple S=(QS , RS , lS ,
IS , 8S) , where
v QS=[q1 , ...] is a nonempty set of states,
v RS QS _QS is a total transition relation,
v lS : QS  2Prop labels every state with the propositions it satisfies,
v IS QS is a set of initial states,
v 8S is a fairness constraint (see below).
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In the rest of the paper, we drop the ‘‘S ’’ subscript in our notations whenever no
ambiguity will arise.
A computation in a FKS is an infinite sequence q0 q1 } } } s.t. (qi , qi+1) # R for all
i=0, 1, .... Because R is total, any finite sequence of R-related states can be
continued into a computation. We use ?, ... to denote computations. As usual, ?(i)
(resp. ?i) denotes the ith state, qi (resp. ith suffix: qi qi+1 } } } ).
A fair computation in an FKS is a computation satisfying the fairness constraint,
which is just some way of telling fair from unfair computations. Formally,
Definition 2.2. A fairness constraint (for S) is a predicate 8 on S-computations
satisfying the properties:
(suffix-closure) fairness only depends on the ‘‘end ’’ of a computation: for all ? and
suffix ?n, 8(?) iff 8(?n),
(density) any finite behaviour can be continued in a way ensuring fairness: for all
?=q0q1 } } } , for all n0, there exists a fair ?$ starting with q0q1 } } } qn .
We let 6S(q) denote the set of fair computations starting from q, and let 6S(IS)
(resp. 6(S)) denote the union of all 6S(q) for q # IS (resp. for q # QS).
In practice, fairness constraints are often described in a finite way through some
simple mechanism (e.g., repeated states a la Bu chi, or the requirement that possible
transitions are chosen according to some fair scheduling scheme (Manna and
Pnueli, 1992)). A special case is the trivial fairness constraint, where all computa-
tions are considered fair: we speak of KS without fairness constraint.
A history is a non-empty finite sequence q0q1 } } } qn s.t. (qi , qi+1) # R for all i<n.
We use _, ... to denote histories. We write |_| for the number of steps in history
_ : |q0q1 } } } qn | =
def n.
Histories are prefixes of computations. Given i0 and ?=q0q1 } } } , we let ? |i
denote the ith prefix of ?, i.e., the history q0 } } } q i . By extension, we write 6(_) for
the set of all fair computations starting with _.
The intuition is that a history _=q0q1 } } } qn denotes a ‘‘current state,’’ qn , of
some computation still in process, with the additional information that the past of
this computation has been _ |n&1 . From this history, the system can proceed to a
next state qn+1 and then the past will be _$=q0 } } } qnqn+1 . Any state q is a history
by itself (that is, a history reduced to the present state q, with an empty past).
Figure 1 defines when a history _, in some FKS S, satisfies a formula ., written
_<S ., by induction over the structure of .. Then satisfaction can be defined over
fair Kripke structures through
S<. def (? |0 <. for all ? # 6S(IS))  (q<. for all q # IS),
adopting the anchored-view of satisfaction (Manna and Pnueli, 1989) common in
temporal specifications (Emerson, 1990).
The semantics we just gave justifies the usual reading of combinators as EF.:
‘‘it is possible to have . in the future;’’ AF.: ‘‘. will occur in any future;’’
EG.: ‘‘it is possible to have . holding permanently;’’ AG.: ‘‘. will always hold;’’
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FIG. 1. Semantics of PCTL.
F&1.: ‘‘. held at some time in the past;’’ .S: ‘‘ held at some time in the past,
and . has been holding ever since.’’
When past-time is involved, it is natural to distinguish between two different
notions of equivalence between formulas.
Definition 2.3. 1. Two formulas . and  are (globally) equivalent, written
.#, when for all histories _ in all fair Kripke structures, _<.  _<.
2. Two formulas . and  are initially equivalent, written .#i , when for all
states q in all fair Kripke structures, q<.  q<.
Clearly #i is weaker than # : .#.$ implies .#i .$ but the converse is not true
in general. For example X&1#i = (because X&1 does not hold for a starting
point), but of course X&1=.
Initial equivalence, #i , is the natural equivalence when comparing specifications
of FKS’s.
Proposition 2.4. .#i .$ iff for all FKS S : S<.  S<.$.
One difficulty is that #i is not substitutive; if [.] is some context, then .#i .$
does not entail [.]#i [.$] (for example: EXX&1i EX=). Thus, in many
situations where we have to transform subformulas, we use global equivalence, #
(which is substitutive), as the equivalence criterion.
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2.3. N, or ‘‘From now on’’
PCTL without N is the CTLlp logic of (Kupferman and Pnueli, 1995). The N
combinator was introduced in (Laroussinie and Schnoebelen, 1995). N. reads
‘‘from now on, . holds,’’ or ‘‘starting anew from the current state, . holds.’’ Here
we present some explanations and motivations regarding this new combinator.
Assume we want to state that any crash in the future is preceded by an earlier
mistake. This can be written in PCTL as AG(crash O F&1mistake). Assume we now
want to state that after a proper reset is done, any crash is preceded by an earlier
mistake. Then AG[reset O AG(crash O F&1mistake)] will not do, because it allows
the earlier mistake to occur before the reset is done! This is a situation where we
do not want to consider what happened before, and the combination of N and F&1
gives a natural way to express such a property with AG[reset O NAG(crash O
F&1mistake)] (see Laroussinie and Schnoebelen, 1995, for more details).
A more theoretical reason for the introduction of N is that it is the natural bridge
between initial and global equivalence.
Proposition 2.5 (Laroussinie and Schnoebelen, 1995). For all .,  in PCTL,
.#i  iff N.#N.
N is only meaningful when past-time is allowed, and indeed, if . is a pure-future
formula, then N.#.. N enjoys some additional distributivity and elimination
properties.
Proposition 2.6 (Laroussinie and Schnoebelen, 1995). For all .,  in PCTL,
N(. 7 )#N. 7 N, NX&1.#=,
Nc.#cN., N(.S)#N,
NN.#N., NF&1.#N..
3. THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PAST AND FUTURE
There are several different ways to add past-time constructs to a pure-future
temporal logic. Many proposals choose to view past and future as symmetric con-
cepts. This gives rise to more uniform definitions. We choose to view Past and
Future as having different properties. This view is motivated by considerations on
what the behavior is of a nondeterministic reactive system, and what kinds of
properties we want to express about it.
The key points behind our choice are
1. Past is determined. We consider that, at any time along any computation,
there is a completely fixed linear history of all events which already took place.
This is in contrast with the branching view of Future, where different possible
continuations are considered.
2. Past is finite. A run of a system always has a starting point. This is in
contrast with the usual view of Future, where we do not require that all behaviors
eventually terminate.
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3. Past is cumulative. Whenever the system performs some steps and
advances in time, its history becomes richer and longer. At termination (if ever),
the past of the system is the whole computation.
We believe point 1 is the most crucial. Logicians call it the Ockhamist past
(Zanardo and Carmo, 1993). Some proposals (e.g., Pinter and Wolper, 1984) con-
sider a nondetermined past, also called a ‘‘branching past,’’ most typically through
a definition like
q<EX&1f iff there exists a q$Rq s.t. q$< f
(thus making the past potentially infinite). We believe such a definition is often
motivated by a concern for symmetry between past and future. Additionally, this
allows the same efficient model-checking procedures. But such an ‘‘EX&1’’
combinator is not very meaningful in terms of computations. It really expresses
properties of a graph of states, and not of a behavioral tree. Indeed, the resulting
logic is not compatible with bisimulation equivalence while our PCTL is.
Point 2 is less crucial because it is often possible (but clumsy) to write formulas
in such a way that they only apply to behaviors having a definite starting point,
much as we can express termination. However, we believe such a fundamental idea
as ‘‘behaviors have a starting point’’ is better embedded into the semantic model.
(Observe that ‘‘past is finite’’ is independent from the anchored notion of
satisfaction.)
Point 3 has its pros and cons (but the issue is only meaningful when past is deter-
mined). In (Laroussinie and Schnoebelen, 1995), we explicitly asked whether we
need a cumulative or a noncumulative past when specifying reactive systems. Our
FIG. 2. The semantics of past in the literature.
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answer was that most often a cumulative past is better suited, and we introduced
the N combinator to deal with the few cases where a forgetful view of the past is
preferable. Observe that the combination of both views is only possible in a basic
model with a cumulative past.
Figure 2 classifies the different treatments of past in the literature. (Kupferman
and Pnueli, 1995) is an important paper: it proposes CTLbp and CTLlp , two exten-
sions of CTL with a branching and, respectively, with a linear (Ockhamist) past.
CTLlp is in fact our PCTL from (Laroussinie and Schnoebelen, 1995), without its
‘‘Now’’ combinator. In (Kupferman and Pnueli, 1995) the introduction of CTLbp is
motivated by theoretical problems (the comparison of its expressivity with CTLlp).
No example of smooth and natural properties relying on branching past is given,
which only confirms our views that the branching past is awkward for behavioral
specifications.
4. CTL +Past AND VERIFICATION
When it comes to verification, PCTL has its pros and cons. On the positive side,
writing temporal specifications is made easier in practice with PCTL (see
Appendix). On the negative side, some verification problems become harder.
In this section we give precise complexity measures for the satisfiability and
model-checking problems when PCTL is concerned. We state these results for
Kripke structures without fairness constraint because any complexity result requires
that we choose a description mechanism for fairness constraints. We simply picked
the simplest choice, which also is the most informative when we look at lower
bounds for complexity. Our results without fairness constraints easily extend to the
more common kind of constraints such as repeated states a la Buchi or (weakly and
strongly) fair transitions as in (Manna and Pnueli, 1992).
4.1. Satisfiability
The satisfiability problem asks whether a given temporal formula . is satisfiable,
that is, whether there exists a KS S s.t. S<.. Finite satisfiability asks whether a
formula . is satisfiable in a finite KS. Because PCTL has the finite model property
(see below) satisfiability and finite satisfiability coincide for this logic.
Theorem 4.1. The satisfiability problem for PCTL is EXPTIME-complete.
Proof. Because PCTL contains CTL for which satisfiability is already
EXPTIME-complete, there only remains to prove membership in EXPTIME. This
is our Proposition 4.4 (see below). K
The rest of this section proves membership in EXPTIME, our Proposition 4.4,
by reusing and extending a similar proof for CTLlp (Kupferman and Pnueli, 1995),
and we show a finite model property for PCTL.
In a standard way, CTL, CTLlp , and PCTL can be extended to QCTL, QCTLlp ,
and QPCTL where quantification over auxiliary propositions is allowed. EQCTL,
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EQCTLlp , and EQPCTL are the extensions where only outermost existential quan-
tifications are allowed; e.g., _p _q(AaU( p 7 bSq)) is an EQPCTL formula but
\p(AaUp) and AaU _p .p are not.
When dealing with EQPCTL it is sometimes useful to only consider acyclic
Kripke structures, i.e., KS’s where the underlying directed graph (QS , RS) is a
forest. In such acyclic Kripke structures, a state cannot appear twice in an execu-
tion, so that the state-valuations in an execution are independent and can be
enriched (for new propositional variables introduced by quantification) independ-
ently. Observe that acyclic KS’s are necessarily infinite because RS is total. We write
#C to denote equivalence restricted to acyclic structures: .#C  if for all _ in all
acyclic structures _<. iff _<. Similarly, #Ci denotes initial equivalence over
acyclic structures.
Lemma 4.2 (Kupferman and Pnueli, 1995). For any EQCTLlp formula
_p1 } } } _pn .., one can build in linear-time a CTL formula . and a set of new propositional
variables p$1 , ..., p$k s.t. (_p1 } } } _pn ..)#Ci (_p$1 } } } _p$k _p1 } } } _pn .. ).
The idea behind Lemma 4.2 is a standard renaming technique. We replace
past-time subformulas in . by new propositions and introduce auxiliary conjuncts
defining the new propositions. Consider our earlier example _p _q(AaU( p 7 bSq)).
Here bSq is replaced by a new proposition p$ and a constraint on p$. Then
_p _q(AaU( p 7 bSq))#Ci _p$ _p _q .\
(AaU( p 7 p$))
7 ( p$  q)
7 AG( p$ O AX( p$  b 6 q))
7 AG(cp$ O AX( p$  q)) + .
The constraint states that (1) at the root, we have bSq iff we have q, (2) then every
time we have bSq the next states have bSq iff they have b or q, and (3) every time
we do not have bSq the next states have bSq iff they have q.
Lemma 4.3. For any . in EQPCTL, one can build in linear-time an EQCTLlp
formula .~ s.t. .#C .~ .
Proof. By induction over the number of N operators. If . has no N, then it is
an EQCTLlp formula and we are done. Otherwise, we can pick one of the innermost
occurrences of N and write . under the form .[N], where  has no N.
Lemma 4.2 gives a  in CTL and some fresh propositions p$1 , ..., p$k s.t. #Ci
_p$1 } } } _p$k . . Then, because  is pure-future, we have N#C N(_p$1 } } } _p$k . )#
_p$1 } } } _p$k . . Then we can use another fresh proposition p$ to characterize states
verifying  and we have .[N]#C _p$1 } } } _p$k _p$ (.[ p$ ] 7AG( p$   )). We
now have one less N and apply the induction hypothesis on the .[ p$ ] part (which
is smaller than , hence the linear-time complexity). K
Proposition 4.4. Satisfiability for PCTL is in EXPTIME.
Proof. Combining Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 we see that for any . in EQPCTL there
exists a _p$1 } } } _p$k. in EQCTL s.t. .#Ci _p$1 } } } _p$k . . Then . is satisfiable iff
_p$1 } } } _p$k. is satisfiable iff . is satisfiable. Because . is in CTL, because
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satisfiability for CTL is in EXPTIME, and because the construction of . from .
is in linear-time, we deduce that satisfiability for EQPTCL, and hence for PCTL,
is in EXPTIME. K
Finally, we can observe that #i and #Ci coincide for EQPCTL formulas as a
corollary of
Proposition 4.5. EQPCTL (and hence, PCTL) have the finite model property.
Proof. Assume _p1 } } } _pn .. is satisfied by some infinite KS S. Then . is satisfied
by some infinite KS S$, obtained from S by enriching the labeling function lS .
Now there exists a  in CTL* s.t. .#i  because PCTL formulas can be
expressed in CTL* modulo initial equivalence (Laroussinie and Schnoebelen, 1995).
S$<. entails S$< (hence,  is satisfiable). CTL* has the finite model property
so that there exists S", a finite KS with S"< and S"<.. By forgetting part of
lS" we get a finite KS, where _p1 } } } _pn .. is satisfied. K
4.2. Model-Checking
The model-checking problem asks whether a given temporal formula . holds in
a given finite KS S, i.e., whether S<.. For CTL it is well known that model-
checking can be done in time O( |S | . |.| ) and, hence, is in P.
Adding past-time constructs makes model-checking more complex. In fact very
little needs to be added, as we show. We follow (Emerson, 1990) and write
B(H1 , H2 , ...) for the branching-time logic where only the temporal combinators
H1 , H2 , ... are allowed (and where all future-time combinators are immediately
under a path quantifier). So that CTL is B(X, U), CTLlp is B(X, U, X&1, S), and
PCTL is B(X, U, X&1, S, N). Furthermore, we write Br(H1 , H2 , ...) for the
fragment of B(H1 , H2 , ...), where one only allows formulas with no future-time
combinator occurring in the scope of a past-time combinator. (Such restrictions
have been used in linear-time logics, e.g., in (Manna and Pnueli, 1990), where it is
proved that any L(X, U, X&1, S)-property can be expressed by a formula in
Lr(F, X&1, S) with height at most 2 for the nesting of F’s.)
Lemma 4.6. Model-checking for PCTL is PSPACE-easy.
Proof. We reduce model-checking for PCTL to model-checking for CTLlp
which is in PSPACE (this was conjectured in (Kupferman and Pnueli, 1995), has
later been proved by Kupferman, Pnueli, and Vardi (Kupferman, 1998), not yet
been published).
Consider . in PCTL and some KS S. We use induction over the number of N’s
in .. If there are none, . is a CTLlp formula. Otherwise, we can write . in the form
.[N], where  has no N. Because N is a state formula (see Laroussinie and
Schnoebelen, 1995) it is possible to consider it as a new proposition p and label
every state of S accordingly: p # l(s) def S, s<. Checking .[N] in S has been
reduced to checking .[ p] in a modified S. K
Theorem 4.7. Model-checking for Br(F&1, F), Br(F&1, X), Br(X&1, F), and
Br(X&1, X) is PSPACE-complete.
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FIG. 3. Structure SP for an instance P of QBF.
Proof. PSPACE-easiness is proved with Lemma 4.6. For PSPACE-hardness we
build on ideas from (Demri and Schnoebelen, 1998) and exhibit a simple transfor-
mation of QBF (quantified Booleand formulas) into our model-checking problems.
Let P be an instance of QBF. W.l.o.g. we assume P has the form
P0







where n is an even integer and every li, j is a propositional variable xr(i, j ) or the
negation cxr(i, j ) of a propositional variable from X=[x1 , ..., xn]. We let =(i, j )
denote the sign (+ or &) of li, j . To such an instance P, we associate the Kripke
structure SP described in Fig. 3, where we use propositional variables from
[x+1 , x
&
1 , ..., A0 , ..., L
1
1 , ...].
A computation ? in SP starts from q0 , visits qn , and ends up in q*. To this com-
putation, we associate v? , a boolean valuation of the propositional variables
x1 , ..., xn , in a canonical way: v(xi) =
def  (resp. =def =) iff x+i # lSP(?(2i&1)) (resp.
x&i # lSP(?(2i&1))). We say that v? validates P0 when, for every clause  j li, j in P0 ,
v? yields true for at least one literal li, j .








(L ji O F
&1x=(i, j )r(i, j )).
Then v? validates P0 iff ?(0), ..., ?(2n)<EG.ok , so that P is valid iff SP , q0<.P
with
\x1 _x2 \x3 _xn
.P =
def
AF(A1 7 EF(A2 7 AF(A3 7 } } } EF(An 7 EG.ok) } } } ))).
This gives us a polynomial-time transformation of QBF into model-checking for
Br(F&1, F), establishing our first PSPACE-hardness result.
The same idea can be used with X, instead of F. Define




AXAXEXEXAXAX } } } EXEXEX(.ok 7 EXEX(.ok 7 EXEX( } } } .ok) } } } ))
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and then P is valid iff SP , q0 <.$P . This gives PSPACE-hardness for Br(F&1, X).
Moreover, given the structure of SP , we can replace F&1 by nested X&1 in .ok . Let








(L ji O X
&2i&2n+2r(i, j )x=(i, j )r(i, j )).
Using .$ok in .P and .$P directly gives a proof of PSPACE-hardness for Br(F, X&1)
and Br(X, X&1). K
As a direct consequence of Lemma 4.6 and Theorem 4.7, we have
Corollary 4.8. Model-checking for PCTL is PSPACE-complete.
5. A TRANSLATION-BASED APPROACH TO MODEL-CHECKING CTL +Past
In view of Theorem 4.7, we advocate a translation-based approach for extensions
of CTL (Laroussinie and Schnoebelen, 1995). That is, we argue that, when possible,
a convenient way to handle extensions of CTL in verification tools is to translate
these extensions back into equivalent CTL formulas, so that the finely tuned
technology of CTL model-checkers can be reused without modification. A second
advantage is that the translation can be implemented once, independently of the
actual model-checking tool that is used afterward.
Now the problem is to find interesting extensions for which translations exist.
In (Laroussinie and Schnoebelen, 1995) we showed how CTL+F&1+N can be
translated into CTL. Other extensions of CTL for enhanced practical expressivity
have been proposed (e.g., CTL+ in (Emerson and Halpern, 1985), or CTL2 in
(Kupferman and Gru mberg, 1996), but these works did not argue for a translation-
based approach to model-checking.
In this and the next section, we demonstrate a translation for a fragment of
PCTL in which our lift example can be written. We first need to define what we
mean by a correct translation. Given a specification . using past-time constructs,
we need to translate it into some .$ with only future-time constructs with the
correctness criterion
for any FKS S, S<. iff S<.$. (CC)
Clearly, in view of Proposition 2.4, we are looking for translations modulo initial
equivalence.
Definition 5.1. L1 can be (initially) translated into L2 , if for any f1 # L1 there
is a f2 # L2 s.t. f1 #i f2 .
(Of course, this is only interesting in practice if there exists an effective and
reasonably efficient method for the translation.)
We would like to translate PCTL into CTL. Unfortunately this is impossible.
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Theorem 5.2 (Laroussinie and Schnoebelen, 1995).
B(X, U, S), i.e., CTL+S, cannot be translated into CTL.
B(X, U, X&1), i.e., CTL+X&1, cannot be translated into CTL.
These two results are based on the following observations: (1) the formula
EG(a 6X&1a 6 cX&1) cannot be expressed in CTL, and (2) it is possible, by
using embedded S combinators, to build a CTL+S formula equivalent to the
CTL* formula E(c 6 aUb) Ud which cannot be expressed in CTL.
In view of these impossibility results, one has to look for a fragment of PCTL
that can be translated into CTL. We already know that
Theorem 5.3 (Laroussinie and Schnoebelen, 1995). B(X, U, F&1, N) (i.e.,
CTL+F&1+N) can be effectively translated into CTL.
It is not clear what the full practical range of Theorem 5.3 is. Indeed, we started
developing our Lift specification (see Appendix) precisely with the idea of testing
whether writing specifications is simplified much by the use of CTL+F&1+N, or
if F&1 is still far from S+X&1.
The main theoretical result of this article is a nontrivial extension of Theorem 5.3
to a larger fragment of PCTL. This extension has to respect the limits already given
by Theorem 5.2. The inspiration for this extension was given by the Lift specification
which helped us notice a precisely delineated fragment of PCTL that (1) supports
the Lift specification, and (2) can be translated into CTL.
We now define NCTL, the aforementioned fragment of PCTL.
Definition 5.4. The logic NCTL,
NCTL % .,  ::=* | . 7  | c. | EX. | E*U. | *S+ | X&1.
NCTLlim % *, + ::=a | * 7 + | c* | EX* | E*U+ | A*U+ | F&1* | N..
Thus NCTL forbids occurrences of S and X&1 in the scope of S or AU and in
the left-hand side of EU, except if an N is in between. In these restrictive contexts,
only limited formulas * and + are allowed. Note that F&1 can be used without
restriction.
Remark 5.5. The Lift specification in the appendix only needs NCTL formulas.
Now we have the result:
Theorem 5.6. NCTL can be (effectively) translated into CTL.
This is the main theorem. The next section is devoted to its proof.
6. A SEPARATION THEOREM FOR NCTL
Definition 6.1. A PCTL formula . is separated if no past-time combinator
occurs in the scope of a future-time combinator.
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Example 6.2. A pure-future formula is separated, a pure-past formula is
separated, F&1(AXa) is separated, EF(X&1a) is not.
Our definition is different from the simpler classical notion used in, e.g., (Gabbay,
1989), where a formula is separated iff it is a boolean combination of pure-future
and pure-past formulae (with this definition, F&1(Xa) is not ‘‘separated’’). While the
classical notion does not allow the separation for the branching-time logics
(Laroussinie and Schnoebelen, 1995), the following lemma shows that our more
general notion is sufficient for our translation purpose.
Lemma 6.3. Any separated PCTL formula is initially equivalent to a CTL
formula.
Proof. The proof is by structural induction on the separated formula ..
1. .=EX, EU$, or AU$. The formula  and $ are pure-future (no
past-time operator can occur inside because . is separated); then . is in CTL.
2. .=X&1; then .#i =.
3. .=S$. We have .#i $ and, by ind. hyp. there is  $ in CTL s.t.
$#i  $; then we have .#i  $.
4. .=N. By ind. hyp. there exists  # CTL s.t. #i  and then N#
(because  is pure-future). Finally we deduce .#i  .
5. Remaining cases: trivial with the induction hypothesis. K
Theorem 6.4 (Separation theorem). Any NCTL formula is equivalent to a
separated NCTL formula.
The rest of this section is devoted to a step-by-step proof. In fact we display an
effective method computing a separated equivalent of any NCTL formula. We use
a set of rewrite rules for this. Read from left to right, rules R1 to R8 (Fig. 4) handle
a X&1x or a xSy subformula under the immediate scope of a future combinator.
Rules R9 to R12 (Fig. 5) handle F&1x subformulas. In essence, they already
appeared in (Laroussinie and Schnoebelen, 1995). The F&1x subformulas are
simpler to deal with, but, in the NCTL framework, they have to be dealt with in
more contexts.
6.1. Soundness of the Rules
Lemma 6.5 (Soundness). Rules R1 to R12 are correct for FKS ’s; i.e., the
equivalences hold for any PCTL formulas ., x, y, :, ;, #, :$, ;$, and #$.
Proof. As an example, we prove the soundness of R5 and let the reader verify
the soundness of the other rules.
(O) Assume _<E(.U(: 7 xSy)) and let n denote |_|. There exists a
? # 6(_) and an n$n s.t. ? |n$<: 7 xSy and ? |n+i<. for any nn+i<n$. Then
? |n$<xSy and there is a m with 0mn$ s.t. ? |m<y and ? |m$<x for all
m<m$n$.
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FIG. 4. Rules to extract S and X&1 from the scope of future combinators.
We distinguish three cases depending on the position of m w.r.t. n and n$: case 1
is when m=n$; case 2 is when n<m<n$; and case 3 is when mn.
Figure 6 displays the three corresponding situations and shows how each case
accounts for one subformula in the disjunction that forms the right-hand side of R5.
(o) Symmetrically, the three different situations depicted in Fig. 6 exactly
correspond to the temporal formulas that form the right-hand side disjunction. In
all three cases we have _<E(.U(: 7 xSy)). K
6.2. Stability for NCTL
Soundness holds for the full PCTL (and in fact for more general logics), but we
only apply the rules to NCTL formulas. We need to show stability, which means
that rules R1 to R12 only yield NCTL formulas if given NCTL formulas.
This is already true for all the usual purely boolean manipulation rules one uses
(distributivity, disjunctive normalization,...); they are stable for NCTL. Additionally
we have the following.
Lemma 6.6. For all ., x, y, :, ;, :$, ;$, and #, for all rules R1 to R12, the
left-hand side of the rule is a NCTL formula (resp. limited formula) iff the right-hand
side of the rule is a NCTL formula (resp. limited formula).
Proof. By checking all 12 rules. As an example, let us consider rule R10 and
stability for NCTL. (The remaining cases are left to the reader.)
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FIG. 5. Rules to extract F&1 from the scope of future combinators.
Consider R10 and assume the left-hand side EG((F&1x 7 :) 6 (cF&1x 7 ;)
6 #) is in NCTL. Then, because EG is in fact a short-hand for cAFc, the
argument (F&1x 7 :) 6 (cF&1x 7 ;) 6 # must be a limited NCTL formula, so
that x, :, ;, # # NCTLlim . Then it is easy to see that both sides of R10 are in
NCTLlim . Exactly the same reasoning applies if we start with the assumption that
the right-hand side of R10 is in NCTL. K
FIG. 6. Proving soundness of R5: three cases.
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In the remainder of this section, the explanations of how the transformations we
apply to NCTL formulas (resp. NCTLlim formulas) indeed return NCTL formulas
(resp. NCTLlim formulas) will be left implicit. The underlying reason will always be
that we used rules from the R1R12 set, simple boolean manipulations, stable
replacements of formulas by equivalent formulas, induction hypothesis involving
stable equivalence.
6.3. Separation strategy for NCTL
Because they cover all cases, we have, with R1 to R12, rules allowing the extrac-
tion of any single occurrence of a past-time combinator from the scope of one
future-time combinator. However, it is not clear that a blind application of the rules
will always eventually separate past from future. E.g., consider R10. It extracts
F&1x from the scope of EG, but at the same time it (1) duplicates #, and (2) buries
one occurrence of # under two embedded future-time combinators. Clearly, if #
contains past-time constructs, eventual separation is not guaranteed.
We now describe how a precise strategy ensures eventual separation. This
requires some notations. Square brackets with variables will be used to denote con-
texts. E.g., .[x] is a context yielding a PCTL formula when x is replaced by some
PCTL formula. A key point is that we allow multiple appearances of x inside .. We
use this to collect multiple copies of duplicated subformulas. E.g., .[x] may be
Ex 7 1Ux 7 2 . Then .[EXa] is E(EXa) 7 1U(EXa) 7 2 . Our equivalences
are extended to contexts: .1[x, y]#.2[x, y] iff .1[, $]#.2[, $] for all
PCTL formulas , $.
Lemma 6.7. Let f [x] be a CTL context s.t. f [x1Sx2] is a NCTL context. Then
there exists a CTL context f $[x1 , x2 , x3] s.t. f [x1Sx2]#f $[x1 , x2 , x1Sx2] and
f $[x1 , x2 , x1Sx2] is a separated context.
Proof. The proof is by structural induction on f [x]. By assumption, there is no
past-time construct in f [x]. We have four basic situations:
1. f [x] is some A.[x] U[x]. Then the assumption that f [x1Sx2] is a
NCTL context implies that, in fact, x cannot possibly occur in f, so that f $ =def f is
enough.
2. f [x] is some E.[x] U[x]. We assumed f [x1Sx2] is a NCTL context;
thus x does not occur in ., which is then a CTL formula.
By induction hypothesis, [x1Sx2] is equivalent to some separated $[x1 , x2 ,
x1Sx2] and f [x1Sx2]#E.U$[x1 , x2 , x1Sx2]. In $, x1Sx2 can only appear
under boolean combinators because of the separation property. Using boolean
manipulations, we can group all the occurrences of x1Sx2 and obtain
$[x1Sx2]#(: 7 x1Sx2) 6 (; 7 c(x1Sx2)) 6 #,
where :, ;, and # are pure-future. Then, using EU distributivity,
EgU(h 6 h$)#(EgUh) 6 (EgUh$), (D1)
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we get
f [x1Sx2]#(E.U(: 7 x1Sx2)) 6 (E.U(; 7c(x1Sx2)) 6 (E.U#). (1)
Here rules R5 and R6 are enough to extract x1Sx2 from the scope of the U’s and
we get the required f $[x1 , x2 , x3].
3. f [x] is some EX.[x]. We proceed similarly, using the induction
hypothesis and EX distributivity:
EX(h 6 h$)#EXh 6 EXh$. (D2)
We end up with
f [x1Sx2]#EX(: 7 x1Sx2) 6 EX(; 7 c(x1Sx2)) 6 EX#, (2)
where we use rules R7 and R8 and get the required f $[x1 , x2 , x3].
4. Remaining cases. f may be some c. or some . 7  or some a. These are
easy with the induction hypothesis. K
Lemma 6.8. Let f [x] be a CTL context s.t. f [F&1x1] is a NCTL context.
Then there exists a CTL context f $[x1 , x2] s.t. f [F&1x1]#f $[x1 , F&1x1] and
f $[x1 , F&1x1] is a separated context.
Proof. The proof is by structural induction on f [x]. By assumption, there is no
past-time construct in f [x]. We have four basic situations:
1. f [x] is some E.[x] U[x]. f [F&1x1] is always a NCTL context and
then x may occur in both . and . By induction hypothesis, .[F&1x1] and
[F&1x1] are equivalent to some separated .$[x1 , F&1x1] and $[x1 , F&1x1].
Then f [F&1x1]#E.$[x1 , F&1x1] U$[x1 , F&1x1]. In .$ and $, F&1x1 can only
appear under boolean combinators because of the separation property. We use
boolean manipulations to group the occurrences of F&1x1 and obtain
f [F&1x1]#E((F&1x1 7 :) 6 (cF&1x1 7 ;) 6 #)
U((F&1x1 7 :$) 6 (cF&1x1 7 ;$) 6 #$), (3)
where :, ;, #, :$, ;$, and #$ are pure-future. Then we use rule R9 and extract all
occurrences of F&1x1 from the scope of EU, yielding the required f $[x1 , F&1x1].
2. f [x] is some EX.[x]. We proceed similarly. Using the induction
hypothesis (and some boolean manipulations) .[F&1x1] is equivalent to some
(F&1x1 7 :$) 6 (cF&1x1 7 ;$) 6 #$, so that we can use D2, R11, and R12 and get
the required f $.
3. f [x] is some EG.[x]. We proceed similarly and get
f [F&1x1]#EG((: 7 F&1x1) 6 (; 7 cF&1x1) 6 #). (4)
Then we only need rule R10.
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4. Remaining cases. Finally, the other cases are obvious, or can be reduced
to earlier cases, thanks to AgUh#cEGch 7 c(EchUcg 7 ch). K
Lemma 6.9. Let f [x] be a CTL context s.t. f [X&1x1] is a NCTL context.
Then there exists a CTL context f $[x1 , x2] s.t. f [X&1x1]#f $[x1 , X&1x1] and
f $[x1 , X&1x1] is a separated context.
Proof. We follow exactly the plan of the proof for Lemma 6.8. The assumption
that f [X&1x1] is a NCTL context leave us with even less cases to consider. The
E.[x] U[x] case is simpler and only needs R1, R2, and D1. The EX.[x] case
only needs R3, R4, and D2. There is no EG or AU case. K
A simple past context contains just one past combinator and the required
variables. Hence, such a context has the form ySz, F&1y, or X&1y.
Lemma 6.10. Assume f [x1 , ..., xn] is a CTL context and g1 , ..., gn are simple
past contexts, of the form yiSzi , F&1y i , or X&1y i (i=1, ..., n). If f [ g1 , ..., gn] is a
NCTL context, then there exists a CTL context f $[ y1 , z1 , u1 , ..., yn , zn , un] s.t.
f [ g1 , ..., gn]#f $[ y1 , z1 , g1 , ..., yn , zn , gn] and f $[ y1 , z1 , g1 , ..., yn , zn , gn] is a
separated context.
Proof. By induction on n. There is nothing to prove for the base case n=0.
Consider then f [x1 , ..., xn+1] and the simple past context gn+1 . f [x1 , ..., xn , gn+1]
is a NCTL context. Depending on the form of gn+1 , we use Lemma 6.7 or 6.8 or
6.9 to get a CTL context f "[x1 , ..., xn , yn+1 , zn+1 , un+1] s.t. f [x1 , ..., xn , gn+1]#
f "[x1 , ..., xn , yn+1 , zn+1 , gn+1] and f "[x1 , ..., xn , yn+1 , zn+1 , gn+1] is separated.
Because gn+1 has a past-combinator at the root, all its occurrences in the
separated f "[x1 , ..., xn , yn+1 , zn+1 , gn+1] are under boolean combinators only.
Then f "[x1 , ..., xn , yn+1 , zn+1 , gn+1] is a boolean combination of gn+1 ’s and CTL
contexts of the form hk[x1 , ..., xn , yn+1 , zn+1]. The contexts hk[ g1 , ..., gn , yn+1 ,
zn+1] can be separated by induction hypothesis and replacing the corresponding
separated contexts into the boolean combination concludes the proof. K
Lemma 6.11. Let f [x1 , ..., xn] be a CTL context and &1 , ..., 
&
n be pure-past
NCTL formulas without N. If f [&1 , ..., 
&
n ] is a NCTL formula, then it is
equivalent to a separated NCTL formula.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the maximum temporal depth (maximum
number of nested temporal combinators) of the &i ’s. W.l.o.g. we can suppose that
the &i ’s have a past combinator at the root; i.e., 
&
i =X
&1.i or F&1.i or .iS.$i
(this may require changing f and n). Then every &i is of the form g i[.i , .$i]
with gi a simple past context (as in Lemma 6.10). Now f [&1 , ..., 
&
n ] is
f [ g1[.1 , .$1], ..., gn[.n , .$n]]. By Lemma 6.10, there exists a CTL context
f "[ y1 , z1 , u1 , ..., yn , zn , un] s.t. f [ g1 , ..., gn] is equivalent to the separated context
f "[ y1 , z1 , g1 , ..., yn , zn , gn]. This entails that f [&1 , ..., 
&
n ] is equivalent to
f "[.1 , .$1 , &1 , ..., .n , .$n , 
&
n ], a formula in which the 
&
i ’s only occur in the
scope of boolean combinators and where there only remains for us to separate
pure-past subformulas of lower temporal depth. We do this with the induction
hypothesis. K
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Lemma 6.12. Let f [x1 , ..., xn] be a CTL context and 1 , ..., n be separated
NCTL formulas without N. If f [1 , ..., n] is a NCTL formula, then it is equivalent
to a separated NCTL formula.
Proof. Because it is separated, a i has the form g&i [.
+




pure-future .+i, j ’s and a pure-past g
&
i [x1 , ..., xmi]. Lemma 6.11 says that
f [ g&1 [x1, 1 , ..., x1, m1], ..., g
&
n [xn, 1 , ..., xn, mn]] is equivalent to a separated
f $[x1, 1 , ..., xn, mn]. Then f $[.
+
1, 1 , ..., .
+
n, mn
] is separated and equivalent to
f [1 , ..., n]. K
Lemma 6.13. Any NCTL formula is equivalent to a separated NCTL formula
without N.
Proof. The proof is by structural induction on the formula . to be separated:
1. . has the form  7 $, or c, or S$, or X&1. In . we replace  and
$ by the equivalent separated formulas without N that must exist by induction
hypothesis. The result is an equivalent formula which is separated because . does
not have a future-time construct at its root.
2. . has the form EX, or EU$, or AU$. The induction hypothesis and
Lemma 6.12 allow us to conclude.
3. . has the form N. By the induction hypothesis  is equivalent to a
separated $ without N. Lemma 6.3 says that there exists a CTL formula  $ initially
equivalent to $. Now .=N# $. K
Now we can prove Theorem 5.6. Given some NCTL formula ., we use
Lemma 6.13 and translate . into a separated formula. Then we use Lemma 6.3 to
get an initally equivalent CTL formula. For example, we have
EaU(b 7 cSd ) a NCTL formula
cSd 7 E(a 7 c) U(b 7 c)
# 6 EaU(a 7 d 7 EXE(a 7 c) U(b 7 c))= a separated NCTL formula6 EaU(b 7 d )
#i 6
EaU(a 7 d 7 EXE(a 7 c) U(b 7 c))
EaU(b 7 d ) = a CTL formula
A consequence of Theorem 5.6 is that all formulas used in the Lift specification
can be automatically translated into (initially) equivalent CTL formulas for the
verification step; the specification is easier to write (and to rectify) and a model of
a lift system (given as some FKS) can be verified with a standard model-checker
by confronting it with the CTL translation of the specification.
Remark 6.14. Theorem 5.6 can be extended to NCTL+, an extension of NCTL,
where boolean combinations of path-formulas are allowed under a path quantifier,
exactly as CTL+ is obtained by extending CTL (Emerson, 1990). It can further be
extended to NECTL+, an extension of NCTL+, where the EF

combinator is
allowed. This time, the translation is into ECTL+.
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CONCLUSION
In this paper, we explained and motivated what is, in our opinion, the best
semantical framework for temporal logics with past-time when it comes to specify-
ing and verifying reactive systems. Today, this so-called Ockhamist framework with
finite and cumulative past is not the most commonly used for branching-time logics,
in part because the question of which semantical framework is best has not yet been
much discussed.
We demonstrated the advantages of this approach by considering PCTL, an
Ockhamist extension of CTL. We investigated the feasibility of verification with
PCTL and showed that model-checking is PSPACE-complete.
We showed that PCTL is well-suited for practical specification through an extensive
example, the specification of a lift system. Following our earlier translation-based
approach, we showed that this PCTL specification can be used effectively for
model-checking purposes if one translates it into an equivalent CTL specification.
This can be done thanks to a new translation theorem, extending to NCTL our
earlier work on CTL+F&1.
An important question is the complexity of the translation. In the worst cases,
our translation algorithm may induce combinatorial explosions, even with limited
temporal height (Laroussinie and Schnoebelen, 1995). As far as we know, infor-
mative lower bounds on the size of the resulting formulas (rather than on the
time-complexity of a given translation algorithm) are not known, even in the linear-
time framework of (Gabbay, 1989), and the same problem is still open with the
much simpler translation from CTL+ to CTL.1 Clearly, in view of Theorem 4.7,
effective translations must be PSPACE-hard even for very small fragments. This
does not mean that the translation approach is not feasible; a CTL translation of
the Lift example does not even require doubling the size of the formulas.
However, only an actual implementation of Theorem 5.6 will demonstrate
feasibility. Thus our plans for the near-future are to implement the translation
algorithm we propose and to plug it on top of SMV and other model-checkers
accepting CTL (with or without fairness). We expect this will naturally suggest
ideas for improved rewriting strategy (and rules) and for enlarged logics.
APPENDIX: SPECIFICATION OF A LIFT SYSTEM
We use the classical example of a lift system (see Barringer, 1987, for a specification
with LTL+Past, and Hale, 1989, for a specification with the Interval Temporal
Logic) to experiment with the PCTL and NCTL logic. This example has been
chosen because it is rich and realistic but still easy to understand.
Historically, we started this experiment to see whether temporal specifications are
clearer and closer to our intuitions when written in CTL+Past. We ended up with
formulas that could have been expressed in CTL. This prompted us to see whether
we could draw a better line between Theorem 5.3 ‘‘CTL+F&1 is OK’’ and
Theorem 5.2 ‘‘PCTL is not.’’ Inspecting the lift specification led us to the definition
of NCTL; the whole specification could be naturally written in the NCTL fragment.
1 This problem has been solved very recently in (Wilke, 1999).
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Our background hypothesis are:
v The lift services n floors numbered 1, ..., n.
v There is a lift-door at each floor, with a call-button and an indicator light
telling whether the cabin is called.
v In the cabin there are n send-buttons, one per floor, and n indicator lights.
A.1. Informal Specification
The informal specification we have in mind gathers several properties we list (by
order of importance) in Fig. 7. This is a variant of the description proposed in
(Barringer, 1987). P1P3 are sufficient to guarantee a correct and useful behavior
(admittedly not too smart). The remaining properties can be seen as describing a
notion of optimized behavior. Of course, this is still very informal and the whole
point of the exercise now is to write all this down, using a formal logical language.
Note that we do not consider physical properties of the lift like ‘‘the cabin is never
visiting several floors at the same moment.’’
At any given time, some parameters of the system are observable. The specifica-
tion will only refer to these parameters (and their evolution through time). We
assume they are:
FIG. 7. An informal lift specification.
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v a floor door is open or closed,
v a button is pressed or depressed,
v an indicator light is on or off,
v the cabin is present at floor i, or it is absent.
A.2. Atomic Propositions
Formally, the assumption we made about the observable parameters just means
that we consider a set Prop of atomic propositions consisting of:
v OpenDoori (i=1, ..., n), true if the floor door at floor i is open,
v Calli (resp. Sendi) (i=1, ..., n), true if the call-button at floor i (resp.
send-button for i) is pressed,
v CallLighti (resp. SendLighti) (i=1, ..., n), true if the indicator light for the
ith call- (resp. send-) button is on,
v Ati (i=1, ..., n), true if the cabin is at floor i.
A.3. The Formal Specification




AG(OpenDoori O Ati). (S1)
A.3.2. P2. Indicator lights. This has to be interpreted. We choose to express,
each time a button is pressed, that there is a corresponding request that has to be
memorized until fulfillment (if ever). A request for floor i is satisfied when the lift
is servicing floor i, i.e., present at floor i with its door open. We introduce the
corresponding abbreviation:
Servicingi =
def Ati 7 OpenDoori (i=1, ..., n). (D1)
We decompose the intuition into several components. First, when a button is








AG[Sendi O (Servicingi 6 SendLight i)] (S2.2)
Then, lights stay on until the corresponding request is fulfilled (if ever). For this we
use W, the ‘‘weak until’’ (also ‘‘unless’’), defined by
E.W =def cA(c) U(c. 7 c), A.W =def cE(c) U(c. 7 c)









AG[SendLight i O ASendLight iWServicingi]. (S2.4)




AG[Servicingi O (cCallLighti 7 cSendLighti)]. (S2.5)
There only remains for us to state that the lights are only turned on when
necessary. For this, we can write that, whenever a light is on, then a corresponding
request has been made before. However, something like AG(CallLighti O
F&1Calli) does not work because it allows one early call to account for all future








AG[SendLighti O (SendLight iSSendi)]. (S2.7)
An alternative possibility would have been to use the N combinator, suited to this








AG[cSendLighti O NAG(SendLight i O F&1Sendi)]. (S2.7$)
(Observe that (S2.6)(S2.7) and (S2.6$)(S2.7$) are not equivalent when considered
in isolation.)
We could choose to summarize all this stating ‘‘an indicator light is on iff there




AG _ (CallLighti  cServicingiS(Calli 7cServicingi))7 (SendLight i  cServicingiS(Sendi 7cServicing i))& . (S2$)
A.3.3. P3. Service. We choose the more logical approach and express this in








def Calli 6 Sendi (i=1, ..., n). (D2)
A.3.4. P4. Smart service. This is better stated in terms of indicator lights. We
introduce the abbreviations
PendingRequesti =










AG[Servicing i O (Servicing iSPendingRequesti)], (S4.1)




AG(Ati O [AAtiWSomePendingRequest]). (S4.2)
Observe that the cabin need not always be at some floor. We complete (S4.2) with






cAt i . (D5)
A.3.5. P5. Diligent service. We formalize ‘‘diligent service’’ as forbidding
situations where
1. the cabin was servicing some floor i,
2. then it moved and went to service some other floor j,
3. therefore passing by some intermediary floor k,
4. but this ignored a pending request for k.
This is a complex behavioral notion. We need to express a notion of ‘‘passing by
a given floor’’ while we have no observable parameter telling us whether the cabin
is moving or not, whether it is moving up or down, etc. Furthermore, we have to
choose between two possible interpretations of ‘‘ignoring a pending request for k’’:
(i) the request already exists when the cabin starts moving, or (ii) the request exists
when the cabin actually is at floor k.
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AG[(Atk 7 PendingRequestk) O ANotServicingWServicingk], (S5$)
but we prefer the first interpretation which we see as more realistic. It requires us
to refer to the moment when we leave the previously serviced floor. We shall use
the abbreviations:
Atj Fromi =
def Servicingj 7 (Servicing j 6 NotServicing) SServicing i
(i, j=1, ..., n) (D7)
and write (i, j) =def [k | i<k< j or j<k<i] for the set of intermediary floors









(Servicing j 6 NotServicing) & . (S5)S(Servicingi 7 
k # (i, j)
cRequestk)
A.3.6. P6. Direct movements. We understand this property in terms of positions
‘‘Ati ’’ rather than in terms of services ‘‘Servicingi .’’ Basically, we require that when-
ever the cabin is at some time at floor i, later at floor j, and finally at floor k, then
(1) j lies between i and k, or (2) this is because the lift went to service a floor not
between i and k.
This is easily stated if we use the N combinator to mark the moment when the





j  (i, k)
AG _NAti O AG \Atk 7F&1Atj O F&1 l  (i, k) Servicingl+& . (S6)
A.3.7. P7. Priorities. We need to express when the cabin is going upward (resp.
downward). Intuitively, the cabin is going up (resp. down) at all times between a
(strictly) earlier moment when it is at floor i&1 (resp. i+1) and a later moment








[((Ati 6 BetweenFloors) SAt i+1) 7 ABetweenFloorsUAti]. (D9)
Now, we can state that if the cabin services some floor i, is coming from a higher
floor (i.e., going down), and there exists a request for a lower floor j, then the next
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serviced floor will not be a higher floor k. We also require a similar property when




Servicingi 7 Down 7\j<i PendingRequest j++




Servicingi 7 Up 7 \j>i PendingRequest j++
O cE(Servicingi 6 NotServicing) U\k<i Servicingk+& . (S7.2)
A.4. Some Lessons from the Lift Experiment
We do not claim our informal specification from Fig. 7 reflects the reality of lift-
designing. We just wanted to have a collection of easy-to-understand behavioral
properties and see how we could express them in CTL+Past. Observe that roughly
one half of the specification uses the past-time constructs. Thus our example is one
more proof of the usefulness of these constructs.
Many other properties could have been considered and many variant formaliza-
tions could have been offered. Still, we think the following conclusions have some
general truth in them:
v It is indeed quite possible to express interesting behavioral properties in a
propositional temporal logic like CTL+Past.
v The resulting formulas are hard to read and probably they require accom-
panying explanations or comments before they can be used as a documentation aid.
But they can be used for verification purposes when model-checking is possible.
v They are not so hard to write, when one just sees them as a rather direct
encoding of sentences spelled out in English. These sentences contain past-time
constructs so that allowing past-time constructs in the logic was very convenient.
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